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RE ESB SITE 10 KINGSBRIDGE-WATLING STREET 38 KV CABLE OIL LOSS: RECOMMENDATIONS 

To whom it may concern 

ESB Engineering and Major Projects (ESB) commissioned Golder Associates Ireland Limited (Golder) to 

complete a Preliminary Site Assessment (PSA) for historical loss of fluid from a high voltage (38 kV) cable run 

located between Kingsbridge and Watling Street, Dublin ('Site 1 O') (hereafter referred to as the 'Site'). 

The PSA was produced in-line with current EPA guidance ( Guidance on the management of contaminated land, 

2013). The findings of the PSA were presented in our report reference 19126590.10.A.5 dated 06 May 2020. 

The PSA identified potential pollutant linkages which in Golder's professional opinion requires further 

investigation and assessment. A summary of our findings for this Site and the recommendations required to 

assess these findings are presented below. 

Potential pollutant linkages have been identified that could impact human health and/or controlled waters 

receptors as follows: 

■ There is a potential moderate risk to groundwater/surface water from the migration of free phase

mineral oil to these receptors along cable ducting and infrastructure in the area (blended mineral oil is

classified as hazardous in groundwater); and

■ There is a potential moderate risk to the River Liffey from dissolved phase mineral oil migrating to the

River Liffey in potential shallow groundwater.

Golder recommends: 

■ An intrusive investigation, initially focussed on the area surrounding the initial leak location and
expanding the investigation area systematically to vertically and laterally delineate a potential
contamination plume if required with a focus on the cable run between the leak and the River Liffey; or
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